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Glossary
Abbreviation Description
/ acronym
CEN
European Committee for Standardization
EN

European Norms

IM

Infrastructure manager

MCAT

Minimally Compliant Analytical Track

RU

Railway Undertaking

S2R

Shift2Rail

TSI

Technical Specification for Interoperability

VT

Virtual Testing

VTT

Virtual Test Track

WP

Work Package
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1 Executive summary
This deliverable describes the work done in task 7.3 “Virtual testing – Exploration of new
principles” of work package 7 “Development of Running Gear Components”. The main
objectives of this WP7 are:
-

Weight reduction which will facilitate a reduction in the engineering and integration effort
and generate energy savings through the whole life cycle;
Lower unsprung mass to help reduce track damage, wear and vibrations to contribute to a
reduction in system cost;
Recommendations for validation methods for reduced noise and vibration running gear;
More efficient authorization with a reduction in cost, time and effort.

Task 7.3 of PIVOT-2 is following the work done in WP4.5 of PIVOT, with the same final objective:
to enable easier vehicle homologation processes, in which the running gear plays an important
role. This will be done by using simulation for the acceptance of running characteristics of railway
vehicles.
In this report, different approaches about using simulations for validation of subsystem in railway
system (Europe, US, Japan) will be firstly exposed. Then, the methods (existing methods and new
proposals) of building and validating a vehicle model will be investigated. Finally, some strategies
to use simulations for the acceptance of running characteristics of railway vehicles will be
presented.
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2 Introduction - Review of PIVOT documents
PIVOT was a Shift2Rail project that preceded PIVOT-2.
It started in octobre 2017 and ended in decembre 2019.
WP4.5 worked on the following subjects:
-

State of the art for dynamic virtual homologation (EN14363)
Main DYNOTRAIN conclusions
Assessment of the current methodology given by EN14363
Future need to improve model and input validation strategy

The conclusion of WP4.5 (PIVOT) is the original working program for WP7.3 (PIVOT-2):
Subtask 7.3.1: Review of PIVOT documents
− Specify the evolution of development considering the objectives of subtask 7.3.2 and contribute to
Task 7.4 (update of specification for high performance running gear).
Subtask 7.3.2: Suggestions for improvement to CEN TC256/WG10/SG8 and influence the standard (EN14363) in order
to reduce the number of on-track tests in favour of increasing simulations and bench tests.
− Regular exchange with CEN/TC 256/WG10/SG8 about their needs for improvements in EN 14363;
− Define a simulation process limiting over-speed testing and in case of fault modes;
− Explore other historical validation processes with a strong focus on simulation possibilities; (what
would we do if we had simulation possibilities before on-track tests?)
− Check if the necessary input data is available at the different steps of the process and how does the
distribution of the input data affect the results?
o The rail- and wheel profile impact study
o The friction coefficient
o Track data quality
Subtask 7.3.3: Improve the method of building and validating a model against measurements.
− Application of the methods recommended by EN14363:2016 and analysis of level of difficulty;
− Investigation of level of correlation between tests and simulations;
− Acceptance criterion to consider a model as validated;
− Exploring new ways to validate a model for a homologation process;
− Finding other opportunities to use a model in a virtual homologation process.
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3 Benchmark
Vehicle dynamic simulations are commonly undertaken during design phase of a vehicle.
Some simulation results from the design phase to predict the performance of the vehicle (in terms
of vehicle dynamics) are typically shared with test institutes, NoBos/DeBos, consultants,
authorities, customers or other stakeholders to agree on the level of physical testing necessary for
authorization or customer acceptance.
From experience of an industry partner from the first and beginning of the second decade of the
21st century this statement is valid internationally (e.g. also in China and Russia results from
vehicle dynamics simulations have been discussed in detail with stake holders or affiliated
scientific institutes). For certain in-detail topics, parameters validation with static testing were
agreed on during this process.

Some national authorities or customers define requirements that can only be addressed by
simulations (see subsequent sections about authorization in US and UK or as a further example
virtual proof of ride comfort on so-called virtual test tracks). Under these circumstances validation
of the simulation model becomes the major topic.
Different approaches (from Europe, US, Japan…) about using simulations for validation of dynamic
behavior are explored in the following section.
NOTA : The methodology proposed by the standard EN14363:2016+A1:2018 is not presented in
this section (as it is clearly exposed in WP4.5 of PIVOT).

3.1 Japan
In Japan, Railway Undertaking is generally the Infrastructure Manager.
Several lines/networks are existing.
Validation process is generally done “line by line” and each company develops its own
methodology.
There is no statistical approach as the one given by EN14363.
From a global point of view, tests are still the major way of validation.
Nevertheless, it appears that for the specific case of derailment on twisted track, an important
part on calculations exists (“simple” Y/Q calculation – no dynamic simulation). These
calculations are based on characteristics of track (curvature, cant, twist) and rolling stock
(geometry, stiffness of suspensions). Results are used to decide if rail guards are needed and
to determine the potential worst curve section to be used for testing.
`
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3.2 USA
This section covers experiences made by two industry partners.
a. First experience
In this section, the following references are cited in the benchmark:
[US-1]

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 49 CFR 213

[US-2]
[US-3]
[US-4]

Association of American Railroads (AAR) M 1001 Chapter 11
American Public Transport Association APTA-PR-M-041-06
Werner Breuer, Heinz-Peter Kotz, Gunter Schupp (2017): The American Way – Die
fahrtechnische Zulassung von Lokomotiven in den USA, presented at the 15.
Internationale Schienenfahrzeugtagung – Dresden Rad Schiene 2017, Dresden,
March 2017 [translation: The American Way -Acceptance of running characteristics
of locomotives in the US]
Deliverable of Dynotrain – Work Package 5 – D5.5, ‘D5.5 – Final report on model
validation process’’

[DYN-1]

This section covers experience made by the first industry partner during homologation of new
vehicles in the US ([US-4]). For those vehicles the homologation involved several tests (static,
eigenmode test, on-track dynamic) and mandatory simulations required under national
regulation [US-1] or recommended industry best practice ([US-2] & [US-3]). Physical testing
includes testing up to the maximum intended cant deficiency and testing with overspeed on a
representative segment of the intended operational route.
With Appendix D of [US-1] the so called ‘Minimally Compliant Analytical Track (MCAT)’ with
multi body simulations (‘virtual testing’) have been introduced formally into US railway
regulation.
For model validation the following tests have been used:
-

-

Static:
o Static lean test (comparable to a sway test, see also details in the pro & cons list)
o Equalization test (a wheel unloading test)
Eigenmode test:
o Wedge test to identify major eigenmodes (for example: bouncing & pitching)
On-track dynamic (one or/and another of the two following propositions*).
o On special purpose test tracks with built-in excitations / track faults (acc. Chapter XI
[US-3]). These tests runs have been undertaken in speed increments to identify
eigenmode and resonances with the aim to measure the full dynamic answer of the
vehicle including damping and decay time.
OR
o On representative segments of future operation routes as describe in ©(2)(ii) of 49
CFR 213.345 ([US-1]).
* experience for both types of on-track tests have been gained, but for different vehicles.
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The following pros and cons have been identified by this industry partner from this experience with
the US approach:
Pros
- validation of the dynamic
behavior can be further
assisted with wedge test(s)
and test runs on special
purpose test track with
defined excitations (chapter
XI acc. [US-2]). Both
providing more controlled
boundary conditions
(excitation, rail condition,
etc.) than what is typically
observed during on track
testing on in-service routes.

Neutral

Cons

physical testing at overspeed
on representative (in-service)
track/route segment(s) is
required ([US-1] 49 CFR
213.345 (f) Vehicle/track
system qualification Qualification testing), even if
overspeed is only 5 mph
above admissible speed [ca.
8 km/h]. This is less than the
10 to 30 km/h from EN14363.

subjective assessment of the
model validation by a
reviewer. No validation
metrics or acceptable level of
deviations between
simulation and measurement
is defined in the current
version of the rules
(compare shortcomings of
subjective assessment as
identified in [DYN-1]).

- Some of the static tests
provide more information
about the vehicle than what is
typically acquired during
testing for EN14363
requirements. For example,
the static lean test, which is
comparable to a sway test
(stationary measurement of
the flexibility coefficient), also
includes the measurement of
the wheel forces. So not only
movements are measured
but also the resulting
loading/unloading of the
wheels is measured.
- The simulation exercise
([US-1] Appendix D of 49
CFR 213 ‘MCAT’) itself is
well defined : all the
information is provided in the
rule (simulation scenarios,
excitation, etc.).
Nevretheless, it may be
`
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noted that the rule also
requires simulations on
representative track
segments ([US-1] 49 CFR
213.345 (c)(2)(ii) [which may
be part of the validation
exercise required in Appendix
D ‘MCAT’] )

b. Second experience
This section covers experience made by the second industry partner.
The goal of the tests was to obtain a waiver of compliance from the Federal Track Safety
Standards, 49 CFR §213.57 (see [US-1]) to operate on a segment of the Pacific Northwest
Corridor. To obtain such a waiver, it was needed to perform different quasi-static and on-track
tests.
According to the Standard, for the existing corridor track class (4), maximum speed (up to 79 mph
= 127 km/h) and the intended cant deficiency (up to 6 inches = 152 mm), it is required to perform:
•
•

a quasi-static lean test, in which wheel loads and carbody tilt angle are measured.
on-track dynamic tests, measuring only carbody accelerations.

Under the Federal Track Safety Standards and for new equipment, MCAT (Minimally Compliant
Analytical Track) simulations together with segment simulations are needed for a designed cant
deficiency higher than 6 inches (152 mm) or for design speeds higher than class 7 max speed,
125 mph (≈200 km/h). This set of simulations may be used instead of wheel-rail force
measurements for a design speed up to class 6 max speed, 110 mph (≈177 km/h).
These simulations are not only a tool to improve the assessments but they also provide information
about dynamics performance issues before starting the normal service operation.
MCAT is an analytically defined track segment containing geometry perturbations representative of
minimally compliant track conditions for the respective track class.
From the CFR: “MCAT consists of nine sections; each section is designed to test a vehicle’s
performance in response to a specific type of perturbation (hunting perturbation, gage narrowing,
gage widening, repeated and single surface perturbations, repeated and single alinement
perturbations, short warp, and combined down-and-out perturbations).”
The following graph shows the layout of the input track to the multibody model. Depending on the
intended cant deficiency and track class (= max speed), there is a set of amplitudes, wavelengths
`
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and types of synthetic perturbation, along with curvature value in which the model must be
simulated. Additional variables are : standard (56.5” = 1435 mm) and wide (57.0” = 1448 mm) track
gauge, 5 mph (8 km/h) curve overspeed. These are increasing the number of simulations.

There is also a model validation requirement in the CFR: “To validate the vehicle model used for
simulations under this part, the track owner or railroad shall obtain vehicle simulation predictions
using measured track geometry data […]. Full validation of the vehicle model used for simulations
under this part shall be determined when the results of the simulations demonstrate that they
replicate all key responses observed during qualification testing.”
Even though it was not needed for this industry partner project, MCAT and Segment simulations
were partially done with a multibody software model. The validation was done with measurements
from a test ring track and also from measurements from special tracks. These tracks were built to
reproduce precise track defects, similar to some of the MCAT segments, which were modelled and
simulated. The simulation results and the test measurements were then compared to validate the
model.
Regarding overspeed the approach is different in the US and EU (Europe). In the US, when
simulations on MCAT are required, the vehicle is virtually tested against (certain) track defects at
their maintenance limit. Consideration of overspeed is limited to 5 mph (ca. 8 km/h).
`
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In contrast in the EU the assessment is typically based on on-track testing on normal in-service
lines, but at a higher amount of overspeed (10 – 30 km/h) and also at over-cant deficiency (1.1 x
intended cant deficiency). This approach is based on former work of ERRI and UIC and the limit
values have been derived from benchmark vehicles under these specific test conditions. The limit
values according EN14363, the overspeed and over-cant deficiency requirement give a nonquantifiable headroom, which (from experience) result in safe operations on tracks maintained and
designed according to UIC leaflets and EN standards.

3.3 United Kingdom
This section covers experience made by an industry partner.
In this section, the following references are cited in the benchmark:

[UK-1]
[UK-2]
[UK-3]
[UK-4]

[UK-5]
[UK-6]

Railway Group Standard published by Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB):
https://www.rssb.co.uk/standards-catalogue - full text only available for members
GM/RT2141, Issue 4.1, December 2019: Permissible Track Forces and Resistance
to Derailment and Roll-Over of Railway Vehicles
GM/GN2641, Issue 1, June 2019: Rail industry Guidance Note on Vehicle Static
Testing
Simulation Deviations to Issue 3 of GM/RT2141 (published 2009): 10-133-DGN, 10140-DGN, 11-040-DGN, 12-148-DGN, 12-164-DGN, 13-043-DGN, 19-015-DEV
Simulation Deviations to Issue 2 of GM/RT2141 (published 2000): 02-097-DGN, 03198-DGN, 03-198-NC, 03-283-DGN, 03-284-DGN, 03-326-DGN, 04-169-DGN, 05033-DGN, 05-041-DGN, 06-001-DGN, 06-128-DGN, 06-183-DGN, 09-160-DGN,
09-194-DGN
British Rail Research
LR-DS-94-043: Track Data for Calculation of Vehicle Dynamic Behaviour, British
Rail Research, 1994
Further helpful links : https://www.sparkrail.org/Pages/SparkWelcome.aspx, full text
only available after registration for qualified users

With Issue 4 of GM/RT2141 [UK-1], published in June 2019, multi body simulations (‘virtual
testing’) are mandatory under UK regulation for certain circumstances. Under preceding issues of
GM/RT2141 multi body simulations have been used several times to replace mandatory physical
testing on representative routes as documented in 21 deviations to GM/RT2141, see [UK-3] & [UK4].
It may be noted that the basis of this approach heavily builds on the experiences and research
activities of British Rail Research (defunct in 1996) and successors companies. Several documents
referred to in current GM/RT2141 and industry practice in UK are outcomes of those activities. For
example, the importance of the unbiased wavelength range covered (typically 1-70m in UK) by a
track recording car for further use in multi body simulations is already addressed (and solved for a
physical realization) in the 1990s, see [UK-5]. More valuable information is also accessible via [UK6].
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Appendix D and H of GM/RT2141 define the ‘virtual testing’ exercises (both mandatory if
applicable). Appendix E and H define the requirements regarding model validation, and both refer
in principle to EN14363:2016+A1:2018 Annex T (Method 1 or 2) or any alternative method
providing the same level of confidence than on -track test.
Especially Appendix E gives some further guidance and information. Clause E.1.12 may be further
highlighted: “Method 1 (described in Annex T.3.3.3) is based on a comparison of vehicle model
outputs with the measured vehicle response to various inputs, with the results of the analysis
judged by an independent reviewer to confirm the range of validity of the model. This process was
first described in EN 15827:2011 before being incorporated into EN 14363:2016 and is based on
GB experience in using simulations in place of, or in support of, the ride test of GMRT2141”. It may
be further noted that method 1 from EN14363:2016+A1:2018 Annex T has a focus on dominant
frequencies / rigid eigenmodes as a topic not fully addressed in method 2 of Annex T.
Moreover GM/GN2641 [UK-2] defines requirements for model validation against static vehicle tests
(as used in Method 1 of Annex T of EN14363:2016+A1:2018). Some of them have been
introduced into table T.1 of EN14363. GM/GN2641 defines maximum deviations between
simulation and measurement for both bogie rotational resistance (‘X-Factor’) and the flexibility
coefficient (‘Sway test’). Moreover, the sway test is performed up to a cant value of (+/-) 300 mm,
twice the value of typical cant deficiency of 150 mm.
For dynamic validation, clause H.1.10 of GM/RT2141 further points out: “When results from load
measuring wheelsets are not available for comparison, current practice typically involves using the
results of axlebox and/or bogie lateral accelerations and/or lateral displacements.”
As GM/RT2141 has strong links to EN14363:2016+A1:2018 no separate pros & cons have been
identified. But it is worth mentioning the following points:
-

-

-

subjective assessment of the model validation by a reviewer when applying method 1 : this
has a long history in GB and extensive experiences have been gained. It still seems
method 1 is the dominating choice in UK.
for some static tests the national rules define requirements for model validation which have
not been transferred fully to EN14363:2016+A1:2018 (‘X-factor’ and ‘Sway’). As for many
routes in UK, virtual gauging or dynamic gauging is the only practicable choice, a validated
model for gauging gets mandatory, so test results from a stationary sway tests according
GM/GN2641 are typically available.
The simulation exercises (Appendix D and H of GM/RT2141) themselves are well defined.
All required information is provided in the standard.

3.4 Russia
This section covers experience made by an industry partner.
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A train was certified by VNIIZhT (Railway Research Institute) and was checked for compliance
with:
•
•

GOST R 55050-2012 – Railway rolling stock. Permissible exposure norms to the
railway track and test methods.
NB ZhT TsL 01-98 – Railway passenger cars. Safety standards

These references were used to assess the following parameters in straight tracks, curves and
turnouts:
•
•
•

Running behavior,
Coefficients of vertical dynamics of sprung masses,
Vertical and lateral track loads.

The certification tests were carried out completely on track and no simulations were required.
The calculated parameters were based on wheelset and carbody acceleration measurements and
instrumented rails measurements.
As NB ZhT TsL 01-98 is a document that covers general safety standards, GOST R 55050 gives
limitations on previously said parameters (which are also on NB ZhT TsL 01-98).
This table summarizes its content:

GOST R 55050 – 2012

Parameter
Allowable dynamic tensile stresses in the edges of the rail base in
curve and straight tracks, and switch blades [MPa]
Allowable dynamic tensile stresses in switch blades edges [MPa]
Maximum lateral force transmitted from the wheel to the rail [kN]
- in straight and curved sections of the track and turnouts on wooden
beams
- in turnouts on reinforced concrete beams
Ratio of the maximum horizontal load to the average vertical load of
the rail on the sleeper (coefficient α):
- for a railway track with a typical structure of the superstructure
- for a railway track with sand and gravel ballast
Allowable stress in ballast under the sleeper:
- for a railway track with a typical structure of the superstructure [MPa]
- for a railway track with sand and gravel ballast [MPa]
Allowable stresses on the main ballast layer [MPa]
Permissible dynamic linear load on the railway track [kN/m]
Ratio of the frame force to the vertical static load of the wheelset in
curve and straight tracks and switches:

240
275
100
120

1.4
1.1
0.5
0.3
0.08 (general)
0.12 (locomotives)
168
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- for a railway track with a typical structure of the superstructure
- for a railway track with sand and gravel ballast
Permissible collapse stresses in wooden sleepers under pad, averaged
over the pad area [MPa]

0.4 / 0.3
0.3
2.2

VNIIZhT did not use any other standard at the time.

3.5 Kazakhstan
This section covers experience made by an industry partner.
This train was certified by a Ukrainian laboratory and was checked for compliance with:
•

•
•

DSTU 4049-2001 "Mainline passenger cars of locomotive traction. Safety
requirements.", State Standard of Ukraine – State Ukrainian Research Institute of
Bogie Construction (UkrNDIV)
RD 24.050.37.95 Freight and passenger cars. Test methods on durability and
running qualities.
SOU MPP 45.060-204: 2007. Passenger cars. Smoothness of movement. Methods
of determination. Kyiv, Ministry of Industrial Policy of Ukraine, 2007.

The previous three references were used to assess the following parameters in straight tracks,
curves and turnouts:
•
•

Running behavior (carbody acceleration measurements)
Coefficients of vertical dynamics of sprung masses

To assess vertical and lateral track loads, it was used standard TsP 41 / 4-02 which gives limits for
locomotives and wagons on railway tracks of 1520 (1524) mm of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
The certification tests were carried out completely on track and no simulations were required.
The numerical limits are summarized in the following tables:

Parameter

TsP 41 / 4-02

Allowable dynamic tensile stresses in the edges of the rail base in
curve and straight tracks, and switch blades [MPa]
Allowable dynamic tensile stresses in switch blades edges [MPa]
Maximum lateral force transmitted from the wheel to the rail [kN]
Allowable stress in ballast under the sleeper [MPa]
Allowable stresses on the main ballast layer [MPa]

240
275
100
0.24
0.08
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Permissible dynamic linear load on the railway track [kN/m]
Permissible collapse stresses in wooden sleepers under pad, averaged
over the pad area [MPa]

Parameter

168
4 / 2.2

DSTU 4049-2001
0.25/0.3
0.25/0.24
0.35
0.3
3.5/3.25

Carbody vertical dynamic coefficient
Carbody horizontal dynamic coefficient
Carbody vertical acceleration [g]
Carbody lateral acceleration [g]
Vertical and lateral smoothness index

3.6 China
Trains have been sold ten years ago by ATSA (former BT) and SMO.
No simulations have been used for the validation process
Rules are similar to UIC518 (2005 and 2009 version) requirements and are described in GB/T
5599-2019 Specification of dynamic performance assessment and testing verification of rolling
stock.
This document doesn’t deal with simulations.

3.7 Conclusion about the benchmark
3.7.1 Europe
EN14363:2016+A1:2018 proposes clearly methodologies for virtual validation. It seems to
be “common state of the art”, but practical uses are rare. On-line tests are still dominated.
Main contributions of DYNOTRAIN have been incorporated by WG10 in EN14363 and
TR17039.
Some propositions from DYNOTRAIN had to be reexamined (conditions of wheel/rail
contact). That is done in this document for the wheel/rail contact, others like Virtual Test
Tracks (VTT) remain open.
WP4.5 of PIVOT concluded that there is room for improvement. Nevertheless, the quality of
input data is often bad, or the measured profiles are missing. Some work is still needed
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concerning influence on rail and wheel profiles (for example, by including measured rail and
wheel profiles in the validation process).

3.7.2 Asia
Simulation are generally not required. Tests remain the only way to validate a vehicle
A specific case is noted for Japan: concerning derailment on twisted track assessment: an
important part on calculations exists. A final test is done on the worst identified curve.

3.7.3 America
Philosophy seems different, especially for vehicles outside the typical ‘old’ operational
parameters of maximum speed of 90 mph or 6 inch cant deficiency.
A simplified descriptions of US approach is given here :
•

•
•

For speed less than 90 mph and less than 6 inch cant deficiency, very few tests are
required, with no simulation (same spirit as the 60 km/h of
EN14363:2016+A1:2018). One explanation of this approach is that bogies are
generally standardized in US.
For speed between 90 and 110 mph, more tests are needed with possibly the help
of simulations, depending on the degree of knowledge of the solution.
For speed more than 110 mph (170 km/h) or more than 6 inch (152 mm) of cant
deficiency, specific tests have to be performed in the aim to build and validate a
numerical model. This model is then used in the assessment.
Nevertheless, for such vehicles the assessment also requires physical on-track
tests up to the intended operational cant deficiency and tests up to the maximum
test speed. Additional physical testing is required for a representative segment of
the intended operational route at the planned operational speed and 5 mph above.
The choice of this test plan is validated by FRA.

This benchmark showed that Europe seems to be “up to date” concerning simulations
uses.
The US approach to validate dynamic behavior of railway vehicle is very different that the
European one. Similar philosophy (VTT : Virtual Test Tracks) was explored in DYNOTRAIN
project but work was not completed. Going further in this direction would need to be
discussed at higher level (e.g. CEN TC256 WG10), but is not a recommendation from PIVOT2.
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4 Methods of building and validating a vehicle model
In this part, the methods recommended by EN14363:2016+A1:2018 is analyzed in order to check
the level of difficulty.
Then, new ways to validate a vehicle model for a homologation process will be investigated.

4.1 Need of automatic tools
Firstly, it appears that there is a need of automatic tools, as validate a model requires a huge
amount of parameters to enter, analyse, modify…
This kind of tool has got main functions :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Track section selection
Filtering
Statistical treatment
Synchronisation / alignment of signals
Management of simulations (launch, files management;..)
Comparison of results
Criterion for assessment of model
Graphical extracts, with tools as zoom, selections of values….
. For ex Management of simulations (launch, files management.;..)
…

Such tool is existing in the industry, but not available everywhere.
It seems that method 2 of annex T (EN14363:2016+A1:2018) requires this kind of tool.
It could be profitable for the sector to have a common tool, or at least a common specification for
this tool (universal format files). This will need a huge effort from the sector and it seems not
reachable at short and mean term.

NOTA :
•

During this WP, SNCF finalized a first version of the tool (graphical interfaces and
automatics functions using MATLAB) for the validation of numerical model according to the
method 2 of EN14363:2016+A1:2018.
This tool has been used to perform a model validation exercise of a regional train (one load
case, nominal state).
SNCF succeeded in validating the model by adjusting the wheel-rail friction coefficient
(flange and rail head).
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An application on hydro elastic guiding (dynamic bushing – developed for W5.2 of PIVOT2) is following this work.

4.2 Influence of parameters
The necessary input data must be available at the different steps of the process. Depending of
their availability and quality of these input data, the final confidence in the vehicle model is
affected. These date are :
o
o
o
o

The rail and wheel profiles
The friction coefficient
Track data quality
Rolling stock characteristics

DYNOTRAIN projects listed influence of parameters and resumes it in the following table :

Table 1 : matrix of system variability effect on assessment values based on DynoTrain’s WP6
analysis and engineering judgement [DynoTrain, D6.3].

Taking into account this table, following paragraph are dealing with parameters that have both
important influence and that are pretty hard to know well.
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4.2.1 Influence of Track Data and rail profil
Experiences from model validation according to method 2 of Annex T of EN14363+A1:2018 with
several vehicles show the importance of:
- high quality track data including an extensive wavelength range
- the knowledge of the dominant rail shape in the validation sections
Depending on the vehicle characteristics those factors contribute more or less to a successful
model validation.
Their effect cannot be generalized as it will depend on the vehicle behavior (e.g. a vehicle with a
tendency to present low frequency body motions could be heavily affected by the rail shape). The
following examples give a short outline.
4.2.1.1 Influence of Track Data – Wavelength range
Vehicle 1:
For the successful validation according to method 2 of Annex T of EN14363+A1:2018, it
was required to meet the vehicle behavior closely at low frequencies. Especially the long
wavelength input from the track data was important to reproduce the behavior in the
simulations (Figure ). Initial simulations with track data with a more limited wavelength
range resulted in less favorable results (i.e. the validation exercise was not successful
according the criteria of method 2 of Annex T).
Measured (red) and simulated (blue) vertical
carbody accelerations filtered at 10 Hz

Simulations with full (blue) and limited
(grey) wavelength range

Signals over Distance
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FFT

Figure 1 : Vertical carbody accelerations: Comparison of simulated and measured data

Vehicle 2:
The empty vehicle was successfully validated for an admissible speed of 120 km/h and an
admissible cant deficiency of 150 mm according to method 2 of Annex T. Track data with a
wavelength range of 1-200 m was available. The validation was performed on one hundred
track sections equally distributed over the four different test zones. The validation exercise
was repeated with track data filtered to D1 (3-25 m) and D1+D2 (3-70 m). These results are
presented in Figure 2.
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Standard Deviation of Differences (normalized)

Mean of Differences (normalized)
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Figure 2 : Effect of filtering of track data on validation results of a regional train.

As can be seen in Figure 2 the model fulfills the validation criteria according to method 2 of
Annex T for all three different wavelength ranges covered from the track data. In each case
the normalized mean of differences (of the measured and simulated values) stays in the
range of -1 to 1 and the normalized standard deviation of the differences stays below 1.
In this example the mean of differences is underestimated (by 4 to 13%) for the max- and
rms-values if only D1 is used. This can be very unfavorable if validation results are close to
their limit.
If using D1 data, we have a risk about having no validated model if the difference between
tests and simulations is "close to the limit". But if the difference of the vehicle is far from the
limit, D1 track date could be good enough for the exercise of validation.
Intermediate conclusion: Track data should at least cover a wavelength range from 3-70
meters (D1+D2) and a wavelength range of 1–200 m is recommended if available (for
certain applications). EN13848-1:2019, Annex F ‘Track geometry data for simulation
purposes’, gives some precisions
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4.2.1.2 Influence of dominant rail profiles in the validation sections:
For the successful validation according to method 2 of Annex T of EN14363+A1:2018, it
was required to meet the vehicle behavior closely for an observed low frequency body
motion. Information on the rail profile in the test section was required to reproduce the
dominant frequency/behavior (Figure 3).
Initial simulations with the nominal rail profile, which also generates very low conicity
values, did not reproduce the low frequency body motions.
The model with the nominal rail profile (for the affected track sections) could therefore not
fulfill the criteria of method 2 of Annex T.
Measured (red) and simulated (blue)
Sum of guiding forces filtered at 20 Hz
and lateral carbody accelerations
filtered at 10 Hz

Simulation with representative (blue) and
nominal (grey) rail profile
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Figure 3 : Lateral carbody accelerations and sum of guiding forces: Comparison of simulated
and measured data

Usage of measured rail profiles is not explicitly required in EN 14363 standard. However,
the lack of these often is indicated as the reason for disagreements between simulation and
measurement and which can lead to an unsuccessful model validation. The studies in the
European project DynoTRAIN did not show any obvious tendency regarding the use of
measured wheel and rail profiles. However, this was due to using inaccurate
measurements of the rail profiles and using a wheel profile which was similar to the
design/new S1002 profile. Since these impact studies in DynoTRAIN were unsuccessful
and it is believed that wheel/rail profiles do have an impact on the results, a new rail- and
wheel profile impact study will be done in this task.
Regarding the rail profiles, the impact of a worn rail profile has been studied. The results
are given in Annex 2.It could be concluded from this study that using the actual measured
rail profiles for a simulation in a curve, instead of standard new UIC60 rail profiles, the
validation results improved quite much. The actual measured rail profiles do not have a
large impact on the vertical forces, Q-forces, but they do have a significant impact on the Yforces. The wheel profiles did not seem to have much impact in this study.
Therefore, it is advised to use measured rail profiles for the validation of the vehicle model.
The next step in this study will be to see if using a random worn rail profile will give better
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results than using a new nominal rail profile. This might be a better choice for especially the
small radius curves.

4.2.1.3 From this the following recommendations can be formulated:
•
Track data should at least cover a wavelength range from 3-70 meters (D1+D2) and a
wavelength range of 1–200 m is recommended if available (for certain applications).
EN13848-1:2019, Annex F ‘Track geometry data for simulation purposes’, gives some
precisions
•
Information about the dominant rail profile (new, worn, grinded, …) in the track section(s)
used for validation should be available. This could be representative rail profiles or
measurements from the actual track sections.
•
Nevertheless, if data is not fully available, a first attempt for model vehicle validation can be
performed with D1.
The required information for the validation process / exercise is only available if the infrastructure
manager provides the required data in the expected quality or (if not available) allows
measurement by vehicle mounted equipment. This prerequisite is not guaranteed in all member
states.

Proposition 1 : A defined process like the OSS (One Stop Shop) for track access, with
defined and public contact details and transparent pricing policies would lead to a smooth
process for acquisition of the required track data.

4.2.2 Influence of assumed coefficient of friction (Wheel/Rail Interface): A
possible approach for further improvement
Simulations studies shows high impact on the distribution of lateral wheel/rail force in curves due to
variation of friction coefficient on the flange in curves (flange lubrication or not).
As known from experience and further confirmed by research performed in Dynotrain (ref WP6D6.1 / clause 3.5.2 and Funfschilling et al at TRA 2014 ‘DynoTRAIN: introduction of simulation in
the certification process of railway vehicles’) the assumed coefficient of friction in the wheel/rail
interface can have significant influence on quasistatic wheel/rail forces in the simulation model.
Especially the quasistatic lateral forces (Yqst) in curved track and other derived quantities as Y qst /
Qqst can be significantly influenced by the coefficient of friction chosen for the validation task. If
different coefficients of friction are used for high and low rail respectively for top of rail contact and
flange contact, simulation results show much more scatter respectively higher extreme values (ref
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WP6-D6.1 / clause 3.5.2 and Funfschilling et al at TRA 2014 ‘DynoTRAIN: introduction of
simulation in the certification process of railway vehicles’).
A specific method is proposed in annex 1 of this document
The friction coefficient is an important parameter, that influences especially the Yqst value and all
derived quantities. To have good correlation between simulation and measurement, the way to
choose the friction coefficient between top and the flange of the rail is very important.
A simple good practice is to adapt friction coefficient to take into account the fact that the flange
can go in contact with the rail by changing friction coefficient.
The method proposed in annex 1 is a possible approach that help to have a quick estimation of
those parameters.
Proposition 2 : Describe more this methodology and propose it for the next revision of
TR17039

4.2.3 Conclusion about influence of parameters
Access to data is a major concern, especially what is concerning profile of rail and friction
coefficient.
Validate a model remains one of the key points in the whole process.
Good practice, for new vehicle, can be summarized this way:
-

Firstly: built, and validate model with static tests
Secondly: validate this model with dynamic correlations, with no specific change in
major parameters of the train (only actions on friction coefficient are required).

Nevertheless, for existing vehicle, there is no direct access to static test, and modification of some
parameters are difficult to justify properly (as center of gravity, which is very difficult to measure).
Historical practice shows that theorical estimation for:
-

Centre of gravity
Inertia moment
Friction coefficient on components

is sufficient (too expensive for minus added value to measure these values).
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4.3 Investigation on level of correlation between tests and
simulations
Prior to EN14363:2016+A1:2018, in the scope of a twisted track investigation, in order to validate
the endcar model, a correlation was made between the on-track measurements of a S130-H
endcar bogie in a curve with a curvature defect and the simulated output data. The input track data
was given by ADIF (track owner):

Track curvature

Track cant

During the on-track tests, the train was circulating at 118 km/h along the curve. In the following
graphs, the measured (left) and simulated (right) non-compensated lateral acceleration are
compared, which show a good agreement between them:
Measured – On-track tests

Simulation
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Train velocity (red) [km/h]
Non-compensated lateral acceleration (blue)
[m/s2]

The measured wheel-rail forces and the simulated output data are shown below for this curve:
Measured vertical forces – On-track tests

Simulated vertical forces

Measured lateral forces – On-track tests

Simulated lateral forces

As the investigation was related to a twisted track scenario, the goal of the correlation was to check
the leading axle, outer wheel forces. The leading bogie axle was the number 5 (measurements
Q51, Q52, Y51 and Y52 in the previous graphs) and the outer wheel was in the left side. The
comparison was made getting four different values:
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•
•
•
•

the average value in the full curve before the curvature defect,
the maximum value inside the curvature defect,
the minimum value inside the curvature defect, and
the average value in the full curve after the curvature defect

The summarized values, shown below, gave a good approach to the model:

On-track test
128kN
145kN
119kN
131kN

Q52
Simulation
124kN
137kN
113kN
128kN

Deviation
3.2%
5.8%
5.3%
2.3%

On-track test
44kN
55kN
33kN
45kN

Y52
Simulation
47kN
56kN
35kN
48kN

Deviation
-6.4%
-1.8%
-5.7%
-6.3%

An intermediate conclusion of this comparison is that:
•
•

level of correlation is compliant with table T.1 (EN14363) requirements
With the current detail of modelling, “Annex T” is usable

4.4 New Acceptance criterion to consider a model as validated.
At the moment, the 2 methods of Annex T EN14363 are sufficient to assess the whole model
vehicle.
PLASA-2 concluded the same for dynamic simulations.
Nevertheless, explorations were made to answer to the question: “what can be improved in current
validation methods?”
It appears that there is a need to develop Mathematical formulations or specific tools to help the
independent assessor when applying method 1 of Annex T. This would be especially interesting for
identification of eigenmodes from measurement in the frequency domain and assessment of
timeseries data.
E.g. least square approach, identification of dominant frequencies … identified eigenmodes
(‘rigid body’ modes of the, carbody etc.) may not deviate more than XY% between
measurement and simulation, ….
For the moment, the fact that is not permitted to extrapolate a validated model outside the range of
speed or cant deficiency for which it has been validated remains mandatory.
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e.g. check/validate non-linear characteristics including hard stops in all suspension levels to
have evidence that the elements are still working in the defined range, if we try to
extrapolate the simulation model outside the validation range covered from on-track testing

4.5 New ways to validate a vehicle model for a homologation
process
What has been historically done from UIC518 and EN14363 is to assess the dynamic behaviour of
a railway vehicle by on-track test of the complete vehicle.
Nevertheless, others ways are possible:
New ways

Benefits

Critical issue associated

1.
validation of each subsystem (primary suspension,
secondary suspension,
connection between
components….). The use of a
validated sub-system in a
main model will not require
further validation

• Avoiding on track test with a
finished vehicle
• Validation of model can
begin sooner in project
• Use of library of validated
subsystem helps to
capitalize knowledge
(“bricks” of validated submodel)
• Consolidation of preceding
step
• Validation of a whole
vehicle

• Need of several test bench
• Representativity of these
tests benches, taking into
account conditions of use in
reality
• Is range of conditions
validated well covered ?

• Consolidation of preceding
steps.
• Less track access needed
for the complete train tests

• Awareness about the
conditions of limited track
tests that maybe not
represent the full range
needed

2.
Use of tests bench
(whole bogie) + static tests of
the train (existing tests + new
kind of tests as frequency
response analyses, …)

3.
Limited on-track tests
(e.g. on a loop or one
representative line as US)

• A model validated with
static tests may be not fully
relevant for dynamic
behaviour
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NOTA : There are other “domain” where the use a validated model is useful. To have a validated
model is a major need to perform virtual tests. Moreover, this validated model may be of great help
for other activities such as :
• Riding Comfort (EN12299)
• Maintenance decisions
• Lateral Wind assessment (EN14067-6)
• Providing forces information for structural assessment (EN13749 / EN12663)
• Virtual Gauging (EN15273)
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5 Use of simulations for the acceptance of running
characteristics of railway vehicles
5.1 Exploring a simulation process limiting over-speed testing
Historical practice (as soon as the 1st edition of UIC518) is to assess dynamic behaviour at the
admissible speed + 10% (+10 km/h if Vadm≤100 km/h / +30 km/h if Vadm≥300 km/h).
What covers this over-speed is not well defined and is multiple. These following reasons are noncumulative and probably not exhaustive:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uncertainties on measurements
Uncertainties on contact condition (friction coefficient, rail profil…)
Some phenomenon are very non-linear (instabilities, bumpstop contacts…)
Risk to cover worse track condition than the one meet during tests
Dispersion on characteristics of tested vehicle
Dispersion on characteristics of vehicle during their whole life (maintenance…)
Margin to cover overspeed permitted by ETCS
…

Nevertheless, over-speed tests are more and more complex to organise and very costly. The
reasons are:
•
•
•
•

Specific authorisation needed from the Infrastructure Manager
Specific demonstration to demonstrate security of the test
High constraint on the schedule (if time of test not respected, over-speed is not possible)
…

Otherwise, the practice of overspeed is of no concern for simulation software. This could be a good
application of simulations in place of tests.
Nonetheless, there are technical reasons that imped to replace over-speed tests by simulation:
•
•

Model vehicle are by definition non-validated for over-speed (as there is no test in this range of
speed)
Phenomenon that can occur during overspeed (typically: bogies instabilities) are very nonlinear.

What seems to be the current solution would be to :
•
•

Practice test at the intended speed of commercial train
Perform a specific over-speed test, to validate instability criterion
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•

Perform simulations to evaluate over quantities (Y, Y/Q….)

Nota EN14363 seems to accept (T.2.2 Extension of the range of test condition) the fact to use
simulation for overspeed if some few sections are performed. This is possible if the use of multiregression method is chosen
Nota: It is reported that extrapolation in the simulation model for conicity was successfully used for
national authorisation under EU regulation. The background is a specific national requirement
which was not met during on-track testing. Simulation was used to assess the vehicle behaviour at
the required higher level of conicity.

An other way to deal this subject could be to perform tests (and simulations) at maximal speed
(Vadm) and evaluate results with adapted limits (which would be lower to maintain safety margin)
Proposition 3 : Build a concrete proposal to be shared with WG10, to define which
methodology would be the best to explore – This will be worked more precisely in WP8.3

5.2 Define a simulation process limiting tests in case of fault
modes
Generally, the more common elements that generate degraded conditions or fault modes in a way
an assessment of dynamic behaviour is needed are dampers (anti-yaw dampers) and pneumatic
suspension. In order to evaluate the importance of every fault mode, and to limit the number of ontrack tests, two types of analysis proposed below could be performed:
•

Critical speed calculation / eigenmode damping analysis.
o Starting from the normal condition configuration, the critical speed calculation
(critical speed vs equivalent conicity) and the frequency vs damping eigenmode
chart may be used to evaluate the influence of every functional damper type
installed in the running gear, the carbodies and between them.

•

Running dynamics behaviour.
o Perform dynamic simulations with fault mode configurations:
▪ Damper failure
▪ Deflated suspension. If considered, also suspensions not fully deflated.
o Evaluate running safety in straight and curve track scenarios corresponding to the
different test zones and track irregularities in accordance to them.
o If necessary, simulate the fault mode running in both directions.
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Using this information, a ranking on the influence of each fault mode may be built and test only the
top cases. This process avoids on-track tests with predicted fault modes that has less influence on
the results. Only on-track tests in the predicted the worst case direction are performed.
Proposition 4 : Provide a set of simulation before on line tests or use previous experience
to define configurations to assess

5.3 Exploration on variabilities (track defects, environment,...)
Three main parameters introduce some variabilities that can be taken into account with
simulations:
-

-

-

Track defects.
The real measurements can be employed directly in the simulations and those
measurements include natural variabilities. Exploration on spectra could be done
Friction coefficient.
This parameter has a direct influence on results. The actual standard doesn’t give
harmonized requirements on the friction coefficient between tests and simulations.
Introduction of variability on the friction of coefficient in simulations can take several
forms that need to be explored.
Wheel and rail profile.
EN14363 gives no guidance about wheel and rail profile in service and only
considers equivalent conicity. Nevertheless, rail profiles are changing along the line
(alignment, curves, section with new rail…) and simulations can manage that

More investigations on these subjects will be done on this in WP8.3.
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6 Conclusions
Chapter 3 shows that the worldwide benchmark showed that Europe seems to be “up to date”
concerning simulations uses. Even if other approaches are possible about assessment of dynamic
behavior, the one defined in EN14363 remains a very good base, which can be improved, with the
help of simulations.
Chapter 4 explored concerns and difficulties on model validation. This fundamental step in the
process needs some improvement to reach efficient virtual test. Some propositions are made to go
in this way.
Chapter 5 gives some improvement on the whole process of assessment, with the help of
simulations.

4 mains propositions have been expressed:

Proposition 1: A defined process like the OSS (One Stop Shop) for track access, with defined and
public contact details and transparent pricing policies would lead to a smooth process for
acquisition of the required track data.
Proposition 2: Describe more this methodology and propose it for the next revision of TR17039
Proposition 3: Build a concrete proposal to be shared with WG10, to define which methodology
would be the best to explore – This will be worked more precisely in WP8.3
Proposition 4: Provide a set of simulation before on line tests or use previous experience to define
configurations to assess

It appears that two main tasks will be done during WP8.3 of PIVOT-2:
•
•

Build a concrete proposal to be shared with WG10, to define which methodology would be
the best to explore
More investigation about variabilities
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8 Annex
8.1 Annex 1 – A method to choose friction coefficient between
wheel and rail for validation of vehicle model
A methodology is presented which allows to minimize the effect of wheel/rail friction assumption on
the model validation of a rail vehicle. The methodology is based on wheel/rail forces and further
uses the quantities of method 2 of Annex T of EN14363:2016+A1:2018.
The methodology pursues the approach from Dynotrain WP6-D6.1, there every wheel/rail contact
and ever track section had their own friction assumption for the sensitivity analysis.
A selection algorithm is used to pick the best-fit friction assumption in each test section. To reduce
the computational effort, for the simulation with different friction assumption, three steps are used
for the methodology:
1. sensitivity analysis with a reduced set of friction parameters
2. estimation of friction parameters for each (curved) track section
3. more extensive set of friction parameters for the final selection process1
Technical details of the methodology are provided in the following paragraphs.
Method 2 of Annex T of EN14363:2016+A1:2018 uses the difference Dv between simulated value
Sv and the measured value Mv to assess the quality of the simulation model. For the selection
algorithm only the differences Dv of the quantity Yqst are used. EN14363:2016+A1:2018 requires at
least two signals for each quantity. Typically for each wheel/rail quantity, four or more signals are
available from measurement. This means for each section typically at least four differences Dv of
Yqst are available. For the selection process now new quantities are derived for each section: The
mean of all differences Dv of Yqst in a section k (‘MeanDY’) respectively the absolute maxima of all
differences Dv of Yqst in this section (‘MaxDY’). Those new quantities provide a good starting point
for minimizing the differences Dv of Yqst in this specific section, as both MeanDY and MaxDY will be
influenced by the assumed friction coefficient for flange and top of rail contact.
The task is therefor to identify an optimal assumption of the contact conditions (friction coefficient)
by minimizing the differences Dv of Yqst in each section separately:

1

In principal steps 2 to 3 can be repeated until the selection algorithm converges. It is technical possible to introduce
different friction assumptions along track depending on the capabilities of the used simulation package. But from the
experience of the author validation results will already improve significantly when only one loop (step 1 to 3) is used.
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with
•
•

MaxDY = max (abs ([Dv_Yqst,11 … Dv_Yqst,jk]) for all Yqst signals in each section
MeanDY = mean ([Dv_Yqst,11 … Dv_Yqst,jk]) for all Yqst signals in each section

Minimize
•

abs(MaxDY) = f (top of rail friction, flange contact friction)

•

abs(MeanDY) = f (top of rail friction, flange contact friction)

or

By performing simulations for different contact conditions one can now choose the best selection
for the specific section based on either MaxDY respectively MeanDY. To reduce computational
effort a possible first step is a sensitivity study with a reduced set of e.g. three different contact
conditions. Based on that sensitivity analysis further additional contact conditions can be identified
by an estimation of the contact conditions as describe below.
Table .1 shows already the optimized set of contact conditions used for the 75 curve track
sections as input to a further improved validation of Vehicle 2 from section 4.2.1.1. Additional
information is provided if the friction set was used in the initial assumption and original model
validation (‘base case’), as part of the sensitivity analysis (step 1) or was identified by the friction
estimation (step 2 & 3).
Possible choices
for the selection
algorithm

Coefficient of Friction

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.55

0.05

Base case / Reference
case: ‘constant friction’
Additional pairs for
sensitivity analysis
Additional pairs identified from
friction estimation

Best 5 from step 2 & 3

Flange

Best 3 = step 1

Table .1

Top of Rail

Assumptions of contact conditions for Vehicle 2 for sensitivity analysis including the
final best set to minimize the Differences Dv of Yqst in curved track

With the results from the base case and the set for the sensitivity analysis (= Best 3 = step 1) the
friction conditions in each (curved) track section are estimated. As results for Yqst respectively, Dv
of Yqst, for each curved track sections for three different contact conditions are available now a
gradient descent can be used for the optimization (minimization).
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To simplify the approach only one parameter (flange or top of rail friction) was changed in the
sensitivity analysis in comparison to the base case. By using lineariziation, we can now write:
MeanDY = a + b * [top of rail friction] + c * [flange contact friction]
and
MaxDY = d + e * [top of rail friction] + f * [flange contact friction]

by further assuming that top of rail friction is the dominant part influencing the mean value and
neglecting the influence from flange contact friction, top of rail friction can already be estimated
from the gradient of MeanDY over top of rail friction. The result from the prediction shall be limited
to a meaning full range, e.g. [0.3 to 0.58] for dry rail conditions or [0.1 to 0.58] if wet rail sections
could have been present during the measurement run.
For estimating flange contact friction the gradient of MaxDY over flange contact friction and the
gradient of MaxDY over top of rail contact friction (with the estimated value) is used. The estimate
for the flange contact friction shall also be limited to a meaningful range like [0.05 to top of rail
friction of that specific section] to also consider possible effects from flange lubrication (traffic, track
based systems).
Figure 4 shows in red the predicted optimized values of MaxDY and MeanDY with the
estimated contact conditions in the 75 curved track sections, from the linear approach above. For
comparison the values of MaxDY and MeanDY for the curved track sections of the reference case
with constant friction over the whole track and all contact regions are drawn in blue.

Figure 4 : Mean value (MeanDY) and absolute maximum value (MaxDY) of the Differences of Yqst per
section for the reference case with constant friction (from simulations) and the prediction with
estimated contact conditions (from estimation)
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As can be observed in Figure 4 the estimated MaxDY and MeanDY values with the identified
friction conditions are closer to zero than the base case assumption of constant friction.
From the estimated contact conditions only two additional for the simulation have been identified
for this example to reduce the overall computational effort.
Only this five different contact conditions, see Table .1, are fed back to the selection algorithm. And
only those five different contact conditions are considered in the final validation assessment
according to method 2 of annex T. Regarding the selection algorithm, MaxDY was used for
selecting the best contact condition for each track section, in this example.
Figure 5 shows the influence of the contact conditions on the validation results. Especially the
standard deviation of differences is significantly improved in comparison to the assumption of a
constant friction coefficient over the whole track and all contact regions (‘const 0.4’). All wheel/rail
quantities which include at least some part of Yqst are improved. It is not uncommon that only the
standard deviation of differences is improved. This can be interpreted, that the results in each
section are closer but the initial choice of constant friction was already a good choice. The overall
mean of difference is not to much affected by the selection algorithm as the median contact
condition from the selection process results in a comparable value to the initial constant friction
assumption.
It shall also be noticed that neither the carbody accelerations (in this example) nor the overall
mean of differences are changed significantly. It can be assumed that any effect coming from
modeling of the vehicle itself is still present with the ‘optimized’ contact conditions and therefore
only the effects of the unknow friction parameters on the validation are minimized.
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Mean of Differences (normalized)
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
-0.25
-0.50
-0.75
-1.00

const 0.4

Best3

Best5

Standard Deviation of Differences (normalized)
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00

const 0.4

Best3

Best5

Figure 5 : Influence of contact conditions (friction coefficient) on the validation results. For each
validation section an ‘optimal’ parameter set of top of rail and flange contact friction is selected out
of three resp. five different sets.

Figure 5 also includes all three steps of the described approach. Already the friction parameter set
from the sensitivity analysis (‘Best 3’, orange) improves the result of the validation. As per section
friction parameters are already introduced. With the additional two parameter sets from the friction
estimation (‘Best 5,’ grey) the results further improve.
The friction coefficient is an important parameter, that influences especially the Yqst value and all
derived quantities. To have good correlation between simulation and measurement, the way to
choose the friction coefficient between top and the flange of the rail is very important.
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A simple good practice is to adapt friction coefficient to take into account the fact that the flange
can go in contact with the rail by changing friction coefficient.
The method proposed in annex 1 is a possible approach that help to have a quick estimation of
those parameters.
documents the estimated contact conditions (friction) from this example and the selection finally
used for the validation (‘Best 5’) as histograms. The right side shows the histogram as a 3D-barplot
with count over flange and top of rail friction for the 75 curved track sections. From the parameter
sets used for simulation, five sets – ‘Best 5’, the two additional sets from the sensitivity analysis are
only chosen for less than 15% of the sections. In contrast the base case and the identified
parameters from the friction estimation represent the main share.
Estimated contact conditions and selection

Estimated contact conditions, only
curved track

Selection from the five parameter
sets, only curved track

Here all 100 track sections are included.
The 25 sections from straight track are unchanged and remain at the
constant value of 0.4.

Figure 6 : Histograms of the estimated contact conditions and best selection based on the five
different sets used for the improved validation. Selection is based on MaxDY.

Note: Indicated friction parameters from the estimation respectively the selection algorithm are (in
general) not the physical friction parameters. The only minimize in that specific section the
difference to the measured Yqst values. The measure values could be affected by measurement
errors (systematic) or implausibilites. On the other hand the simulation by itself is affected by the
assumed contact geometry and the assumed creep force model.
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Outlook and further potential improvements for the presented approach to minimize the influence
of contact conditions on the validation task:
•

•

•

The methodology itself could be improved if the results from the friction estimation
are introduced as a function of distance along track into the simulation and a second
iteration with the estimation process is repeated with those new results.
Secondly MaxDY and MeanDY could be used without further simplification than
local linearization between the available sampling points (of the friction sets), but
then a weighted cost function needs to be introduced to minimize both MaxDY and
MeanDY appropriately.
Plausible contact geometries could be checked in a similar manner. Maybe even an
extension to both contact geometry and contact (friction) conditions is possible with
the proposed methodology.

8.1 Annex 2 – Influence of Rail Profile
For these studies, on-track test data from a regional train has been used. The data consists
of acceleration and force measurements. For the simulations, a MBS model of the same vehicle
has been used in the software Gensys.

8.1.1 Methodology
Vehicle
The selected vehicle is an EMU that is running in Sweden for passenger traffic in the Stockholm
area. The vehicle has six carbodies, but the model has been simplified to three carbodies, see
Figure 7

Figure 7 MBS model of the EMU in Gensys.

The vehicle model was considered empty, similar to the conditions during the on-track tests.
Track section
The track data that is being used for the validation is located in the Stockholm area, given in Figure
8. This track has been measured in November 2005, where the data of the rail profiles, track
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irregularities and curve radii have been obtained. A 3 km long track section has been selected with
four different curves:
•

A left hand curve with a radius of -572 m

•

A right hand curve with a radius of 600 m

•

A left hand curve with a radius of -611 m

•

A left hand curve with a radius of -572 m

For the curved sections, the simulations have been evaluated for only the curved part of that
section. The vehicle speed was constant. The influence of the rail profile can be seen by
comparing the simulation results with measured rail profiles and with a new UIC60 rail profile. The
UIC60 rail profile is a profile that is generally used if the measured rail profiles are unavailable. The
results of the simulation will be compared with on-track measured data following EN14363.

Figure 8 Track section with distribution of track categories.
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Wheel profiles
All wheel profiles of the vehicle from the on-track testing were available. These eight profiles have
been compared to determine if it would be beneficial to simulate eight different wheels or to use the
same left wheelprofile for all wheels on the left side and use a different profile for all right-sided
wheels. The wheelprofiles have been compared based on the flange height, flange inclination, and
flange thickness. It could be concluded that the wheel profiles do not differ significantly, therefore it
has been decided to use one profile for all left wheels and one profile for the right wheels.
Coefficient of friction
The on-track vehicle measurements were done in November 2004. Unfortunately, no information
could be found about the adhesion conditions during the measurements. To estimate the
coefficient of friction for the simulations, the Y/Q parameter has been used. This parameter can
give an indication of the range of coefficient of friction values. This value has been determined in a
small radius curve on the inner wheel of the second axle. For this curve, the Y/Q parameter was
determined and the coefficient of friction varied between 0.28 and 0.4. Since the measurements
were completed in November, the value of 0.3 has been chosen. In November, the Stockholm area
is often humid and the chance of leaf residue on the track is high.

8.1.2 Results
This section will discuss the simulations that show the overall influence of the use of measured rail
profiles in simulations.
By comparing the results from the simulations with the measurements, it could be concluded that
the rail profile has a negligible influence on the level of the vertical Q-forces. Figure 9 shows the Qforces from the simulation (filtered with 20Hz) on the left and right wheels on the front axle. The
simulations were done with new rail- and wheel profiles. Figure 10 also shows the measured Qforces. When comparing the results from the simulations with the measured Q-forces, it can be
concluded that Q-forces match quite well.
However, when comparing the Y-forces from the simulations with the measurements, which is
shown in Figure 11, it can be concluded that the Y-force level in the simulation is too low in all four
curves.
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Figure 9 Q-forces for the front axle from measurements (M1l and M1r) and simulation (Sl and S1r). In
the simulation, the wheel and rail profiles are new, S1002 and UIC60 respectively.

Figure 10 Y-forces for the front axle from measurements (M1l and M1r) and simulation (Sl and S1r). In
the simulation, the wheel and rail profiles are new, S1002 and UIC60 respectively.
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For the simulation with the worn wheel profiles in combination with the new rail profiles, the results
do not really improve. However, for the combination worn wheel profiles with worn rail profiles, the
Y-force level increases in the first three curves, which is shown in Figure 11. The results from the
measurements and simulations are also summarized in Table 2.

Figure 11 Y-forces for the front axle from measurements (M1l and M1r) and simulation (Sl and S1r). In
the simulation, the wheel and rail profiles are worn.
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Table 2 Results from measurements and simulations in two curve sections. The simulations were done
with new wheel profiles (nw), worn wheel profiles (ww), new rail profiles (nr) and worn rail profiles (wr).

Curve 2

Qqst
left

Qqst Yqst
right left

Yqst
right

YQ_qst YQ_qst SYqst
left
right

Measurements

54.7

95.9

8.3

20.9

0.15

0.22

-12.8

Simulations
nw+nr

57.4

95.8

4.4

13.2

0.08

0.14

-8.8

Simulations
ww+nr

57.8

95.4

4.2

11.3

0.07

0.12

-7.2

Simulations
nw+wr

56.6

96.6

6.3

21.9

0.11

0.23

-15.6

Simulations
ww+wr

56.7

96.5

5.6

19.3

0.10

0.20

-13.6

Curve 3

Qqst
left

Qqst Yqst
right left

Yqst
right

YQ_qst YQ_qst SYqst
left
right

Measurements

96.2

53.2

27.6

10.5

0.29

0.20

17.4

Simulations
nw+nr

95.0

58.2

12.8

4.5

0.14

0.08

8.3

Simulations
ww+nr

94.9

58.3

11.5

4.3

0.12

0.07

7.2

Simulations
nw+wr

95.8

57.2

21.3

6.3

0.22

0.11

15.1

Simulations
ww+wr

95.7

57.2

19.7

5.8

0.20

0.10

13.8
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9 Antitrust Statement
While some activities among competitors are both legal and beneficial to the industry, group activities
of competitors are inherently suspect under the antitrust/ competition laws of the countries in which
our companies do business.
Agreements between or among competitors need not be formal to raise questions under antitrust
laws. They may include any kind of understanding, formal or informal, secretive or public, under
which each of the participants can reasonably expect that another will follow a particular course of
action or conduct. Each of the participants in this initiative is responsible for seeing that topics which
may give an appearance of an agreement that would violate the antitrust laws are not discussed. It
is the responsibility of each participant in the first instance to avoid raising improper subjects for
discussion, notably such as those identified below.
It is the sole purpose of any meeting of this initiative to provide a forum for expression of various
points of view on topics
▪ (i) that are strictly related to the purpose or the execution of the initiative,
▪ (ii) that need to be discussed among the participants of the initiative,
▪ (iii) that are duly mentioned in the agenda of this meeting and
▪ (iv) that are extensively described in the minutes of the meeting.
Participants are strongly encouraged to adhere to the agenda. Under no circumstances shall this
meeting be used as a means for competing companies to reach any understanding, expressed or
implied, which restricts or tends to restrict competition, or in any way impairs or tends to impair the
ability of members to exercise independent business judgment regarding matters affecting
competition.
As a general rule, participants may not exchange any information about any business secret of their
respective companies. In particular, participants must avoid any agreement or exchange of
information on topics on the following non-exhaustive list:
1. Prices, including calculation methodologies, surcharges, fees, rebates, conditions, freight
rates, marketing terms, and pricing policies in general;
2. any kind of market allocation, such as the allocation of territories, routes, product markets,
customers, suppliers, and tenders;
3. production planning; marketing or investment plans; capacities; levels of production or sales;
customer base; customer relationships; margins; costs in general; product development;
specific R&D projects;
4. standards setting (when its purpose is to limit the availability and selection of products, limit
competition, restrict entry into an industry, inhibit innovation or inhibit the ability of competitors
to compete);
5. codes of ethics administered in a way that could inhibit or restrict competition;
6. group boycotts;
7. validity of patents;
8. ongoing litigations.
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